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Bombs away

Burned

Three-point shootout
coming to campus.

UIC Flames nip men's
basketball team, 80-78.
Monday, February 7, 1994
Eastern Illinois
Charlest<>n,

Vol.

issing in action?
o-thirds
Senate
ve seats
·s year
evity on the Student
may be a thing of the
membership figures
a growing increase in
mbers and a decrease
bents.
e the 1993-94 school
, 21 of the 30 senate
are brand new to the
Last year, things
'much different when
dents were freshman
members. Only senate
ers Katina Gillespie,
Phillips and Michelle
· still remain from the

fall 1992 election.
At Wednesday's senate
meeting, new senate members
Jodi Chapman, Katherine
Close, Chris Boyster, Kathleen
Allen, Julie Proscia, Jim
Bollou and Matthew Thrun
pledged their loyalty to the
senate to serve for the best
interests ofEastern's students.
While some may argue 21
new faces leaves the senate
without stability, Senate
Speaker Bobby Smith thinks
this year's group of senate
members has made several
significant accomplishments.
"It'd be nice to have five or
six people that have been there
on senate for two or three
years all the time," said Smith,
who joined the senate in
January 1992. "As long as
enough people know how to
get things done is all that matters, though."
Smith praised the senate for
estaplishing a campus-wide
recycling program, which
included last week's arrival of

33 aluminum recycling bins on
campus, and senate's unanimous resolution requesting
information from Eastern
administrators on academic
adviser John Coffey's reassignment from the Academic
Development Center to the
education department.
Smith attributed senate's
high turnover rate to those
members who join senate "for
all the wrong reasons."
"It's easy to show up for
Wednesday meetings or spend
an hour a week in the (Student
Government) Office," Smith
said. "They're not part of
what's really going on. Those
people just show up at meetings and don't participate. The
good senate members are leaders, and they take up projects
on their own."
Senate member Greg
Essenpreis, one of nine students who joined the senate for
the first time in last
November's election, said he
doesn't see a lack of stability

Over the past year, the 30-member Student Senate
has experienced a large turnover. There were 18
new members in '92-93, and there have been 21
new members this year. Below is a breakdown.

1992-93 School Year

1993-94 School Year
-

•

newmer'rtbe

Wednesday night's meeting
as a problem.
"I see it as a step in a posi- . will definitely make a positive
tive direction. We have a impact on the senate.
"There were three or four of
bunch of people who want to
them already in the (Student
work together."
Essenpreis said he thinks Government-) workroom on
the seven students appointed Friday," he said.
to fill senate posts at

Candidates blast
tuition increase
''T
.
.i.

By CHRISSY MOCH
Staff writer

Lanham, director of the Newman Catholic Center and adviser to Eastern's Haiti
tion, beats a drum as two members of the Haiti Connection carry a coffin symbolizover 4,000 Haitians that have died since the military coup in 1991.

udents remember Haitian
up victims m·solemn vigil
ents gathered in a solemn setting outth Library Sunday for a candlelight
begin Haiti Solidarity Week.
r the second year, Eastern's Haiti
·on, a student group working to win
rt for the return of democracy to the
an island nation, is sponsoring events
k Haiti Solidarity Week.
ents waited in two parallel lines, holddles as a man in a black hooded robe
a drum and lead the way for two others
'ng a coffin to symbolize murdered

Haitians.
The blood-red lettering on the black coffin
read, "4,200 people dead since the coup."
Roy Lanham, director of the Newman
Catholic Center and adviser for the Haiti
Connection, began the vigil by reciting a
Haitian prayer, fo~owed by other prayers
read by attending students.
After the prayers, a Creole song was sung
in remembrance of the thousands of Haitians
killed.
The Haitian people have been living under
military rule since Sept. 30, 1991, when the
popularly elected President, Jean-Bertrand
t Continued on Page 2

Two candidates vying for
seats on the state Legislature
said they oppose the Illinois
Board of Higher Education's
proposed 3 percent tuition
hike for the 12 state universities.
David
Carpenter,
a
Democratic candidate from
Charleston, and Charles
Mattis, a Republican candidate from Oakwood, agreed
that the lack of state funds
allocated for higher education is primarily why state
universities have to keep
boosting tuition costs.
Carpenter, an Eastern
English professor, will likely
square off against incumbent
State Rep. Mike Weaver, RAshmore, in the November
general election. Mattis, an
elementary school teacher,
will likely be pitted against
State Sen. Harry "Babe"
Woodyard, D-Chrisman.
"I think it's regrettable
because it illustrates what
happens when the state's
appropriations from general
funds diminishes over the
years," Carpenter said of the
proposed tuition hike.
From 1985 to 1994, he said
the average tuition and fees
in Illinois for public universities increased 108.1 percent
while the states general
funds appropriations for

'd like to have
the cost of tuition
as reasonable as
possible."

- Charles Mattis
Republican State Senate
candidate
higher education increased
only 4 7 percent.
Mattis said the government is not allocating enough
money for higher education.
He said state funds are being
earmarked for other agencies
and efforts instead.
"I'd rather see the state
put the money in education
and make education a priority," Mattis said.
Mattis said rising tuition
costs sets a pattern toward
making college unaffordable.
He added, however, that the
money from tuition hikes
enables the university to hire
more and better faculty.
"I'd like to }lave the cost of
tuition as reasonable as possible," he said.
Carpenter said he thinks 3
percent is a fair hike because
it tracks inflation and the
cost of living. He said he

• Continued on Page 2
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Actor Joseph Cotten dies at 88

• Daily Speci

· LOS ANGELES (AP) - Joseph Cotten, the for several months, Robertson said.
He had a massive stroke in 1981 and lost his
polished Virginian who became a star with
"Citizen Kane" and went on to play opposite . voice entirely.
Speech therapy allowed him to talk again,
Marilyn Monroe, Bette Davis, Ingrid Bergman
and others, died Sunday of pneumonia. He was but his acting career was over.
Cotten's smooth, low-key personality made
88.
Cotten died at his Los Angeles home at 6:30 him an ideal leading man for Hollywood's most
a.m., and his wife, actress Patricia Medina, was famous actresses, and his versatility allowed
at his bedside, said Cotten's business manager him to play both villains ("Shadow of a Doubt")
and attorney, Hugh Robertson. He had been ill and heroes ("The Third Man").

Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink
and Chips

$3.29
• We Honor Any
Competitors Coupo
• Dou5le Stamps On
Clubs Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.

FROM PAGE ONE
Candidates-------•From Page 1
would prefer gradual increases in the future rather than
large, abrupt changes.
"I think (higher education)
in Illinois continues to be
affordable and the demand
remains high, but we need to
address and remedy the state
government's habitual underfunding of public education,"
Carpenter said. "I don't agree
that ·the state is doing what

it could to keep these increases a minimum."
Mattis shared Carpenter's
view that the government
has not done' all it could to
help students with their educational costs.
The IBHE recommended
the 3 percent tuition increase
at its January meeting. The
board gave the cost of living
and inflation as reasons for
the proposed hike ..
The decision of how much

to raise tuition rests with the
universities'
governing
boards. The Board of Governors, which oversees five
universities including Eastern, has said it will try to
keep the hike as close to 3
percent as possible.
Last year, the IBHE recommended a statewide
tuition freeze. Tuition at the
five BOG schools has stood at
$1,848 per semester since fall
1992.

636 W. Lincoln

34a..sues

Black History ·Month

·Essay Contest

1. Entries should be 500 words or less
Theme:

Where Do We Go From Here

t From Page 1
Aristide, was overthrown in a violent coup.
Since that time, the military and coup
leaders have mounted a campaign of
repression against the people, killing more
than 4,000 and forcing hundreds of thousands to flee or go into hiding.
According to a press release from the
Haiti Connection, "President Clinton has
broken his campaign promise to provide a
..s.~fe . l\ay~,n Jo_r tqo,se seeking political asylum by ordering United States Coast Guard
.officials to automatically return refugees to
Haiti· without adequate he'arings Ewhich is
illegal under international law)."
Upon returning to Haiti, refugees are
fingerprinted and often beaten or jailed by
the repressive military, Lanham said.
Lanham said his goals are to raise
awareness of the Haitian problem and put
pressure on Congress and United .N ations
to take actions to restore democracy.
"The U.S. and U.N. have been dragging
their feet about the possibility of a popular-

vote 'election," Lanham said. "We just want
to bridge the gap between us and our
Haitian brothers and sisters."
A popular-vote election by the Haitian
people would bring to power a democratic
president and end the bloodshed and torture, Lanham said.
Haiti is considered the poorest nation in
the western hemisphere, he added.
The Haiti Solidarity Week will begin
Monday with a lecture on Haiti, "A
Personal Reflection and Current Realities,"
presented by Myse Andre Pierre, a Haitian ·
leader of the Lavalas Movement, which
works to return democracy to Haiti.
On Tuesday the Haiti Connection will
present "A View of Haiti," a slide show. On
Wednesday a presentation titled "Vodou: A
Haitian Way of Life," will be put on by Dr.
Bob Corbett, executive director of People to
People, a group that provides humanitarian
aid to Haitians.
All presentations will take place at 6:30
p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

2. Deadline - Feb. 18, 1994
Bring entries to the News office, Buzzard
Building by 4 p.m.
3. Awards will be given at the Miss Black EIU
Pageant, Saturday, February 26.
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ma Pi
would like to congratulate the
New Pledges for Spring '94
Kristi Brown
S~acey Browns
Shannon Crouch
Tom Fuster
Bridgette Jones
Kristi Kelleher
Brian McCoy

Brodrick Penn
Rick Plocinski
Lea Poe
Aaron Ratskoff
Brian Ream
Diane Turner
Jamie Wichtawski
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tudents, faculty consider child-care
Although implementation of a full"ce campus child-care center is
bably years away, students and
ty seem to agree it is an idea
considering.
Speaker of the Senate Bobby
'th continues to research starting
rogram that would provide free
for children of Eastern students
faculty.
mith, who called on the universito lay the groundwork for a childservice in his State of the Senate

''1
have seen kids running around in the Union
while their parents are in class or at meetings."
- Bobby Smith
Speaker of the Student Senate
address last month, said the program
may not be under way for as long as 5
years but it is still worth researching.
"I have seen kids running around
in the Union while their parents are
in class or at meetings," Smith said.

"It would be better if they had a safer
place to play."
Jane Ozier, director of child-care
services and referral, said the home
economics department submitted to
the administration last year a

request to expand its existing childcare program.
Administration officials turned
down the request, however, saying it
could not be a priority because too
few people would use it.
Smith said the increasing number
of high school pregnancies should
also figure into a decision.
"I think it is a positive move," said
Faculty Senate member Bill Addison.
"We are getting more and more nontraditional students and students
with kids. I have even had students
ask me if they could bring their kids
to class."

Eastern to offer
alcohol series
By ADAM McHUGH
Activities editor

A new series offered by
Eastern's Counseling Center
will allow students who grew
up in alcoholic families to discuss their experiences and
learn how to cope with the situation.
"Adult Children from
Alcoholic Families," will begin
at 7 p.m. today in the Oakland
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Karola Alford of Eastern's
psychology department will
moderate the discussion, which
will be conducted as a four-part
series, concluding Feb. 28.
"It is nice to be able to hold
workshops that target a specifgroup, because people with
nt Joms shares coffee and conversation with students at Cafe Tone in the Wesley ic
something in common Cfln
· n Lighthouse on Fowth Street, as he answers questions concerning campus issues.
often support others," Alford
said.
-·
Because the workshop is
being offered as a series, students who attend will be more
comfortable as it progresses,
making the support group a
of increasing expenditures at
Although individuals are success, she added.
retail outfits and accounts past billed at their homes, the
monthly card reports from
30 days due."
Some Eastern employees
Suzanne Ashmore, adminis- American Express allows unith American Express Cor- trative assistant in Eastern's versity officials to monitor
rate Credit Cards have business office and corporate where the cards are used and
d the cards for personal card administrator, down- how much is charged on each
nses, university officials played the issue saying the use account, she said.
of the cards for personal
Ashmore said Eastern
CHICAGO (AP) - Some of
A notice in the Jan. 21 expenses is not yet a major administrators decided to use
the nation's most expensive
·versity Newsletter remind- problem and that the notice in the corporate card system
universities are getting
university employees that the newsletter was a preventa- because Eastern does not give
applications from record
cards are to be used for tive measure.
its employees monetary
numbers of high school
siness-related expenses
seniors - a trend some cred"It's not a big deal," advances for business-related
y.
it partly to an increased
Ashmore said. "We were notic- travel expenses.
According to the notice, ing this trend and we want to
Employees pay their own
faith in the national econoach month the university get it taken care of before it travel expenses and are reimmy.
eives reports of charges, turns into more than a trend.
Earlier this month, Yale
bursed by the university at a
aces of expenditures and
University reported a record
"Individuals get billed at later date.
dividual card member their homes and are responsi23 percent increase in appli"The card system allows
unt status, which includes ble for paying their own bal- them to charge the expenses
cants.
age monthly charges and ance," Ashmore said. ''They are and then pay the bill once they
Applications at Stanford
rrent charges as well as not supposed to use the card are reimbursed," Ashmore
and Harvard are up at least
· quent accounts.
for personal expenses. It's for said. ''This way they don't have
7 percent.
"In recent months, these business related expenses to charge up their own personThe University of Chicago
rts have indicated a trend only."
al credit card."
and Northwestern Univer-

tions, please

astern recognizes misuse
f university credit cards

"The first night will be a
chance for students to get comfortable, then we can move on
to talking about their experiences if they so desire," Alford
said.
Alford, who conducted a similar workshop at the University
of Illinois in Champaign, said if
the turnout for Eastern's workshop is anything like that at
Illinois, she will be satisfied.
"This type of workshop is
maybe the first time those who
attend have been able to talk
about their family situation,
and that makes them feel
relieved that they are not alone
in this," Alford said.
She said families' situation
vary dramatically because alcohol affects its users in different
ways.
, .~lt really_depep.ds ·on how
much stress is p-qt .o n tj:i~ f~·1y
'of a'i.coliol abuse:"
Alford said. "In some families,
the person who is abusing the
alcohol can hold down a job and
be respectable, while others
have fights, and often lose their
jobs."

because

Applications higher
at costly universities
sity also are among schools
receiving record numbers of
applications, the Chicago
Sun-Times reported Sunday.
The University of Chicago's applications for next
fall's freshman class are up
more than 18 percent to a
record of about 6,500, said
Ted O'Neill, admissions
director at the university,
where tuition is $18,207.
Those students will compete
for 900 openings.
"Things happen so fast, as
if people are acting in concert and you don't know
why," O'Neill said.
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Maybe we could all use a good road ·tri
In my world, she would be
lege environments and ac
considered a loser.
'60s,
seeing the heartbreak and the
My cousin from Ireland had
splendor of our country and
come to the United States just
PPU1fJ OU
world. How many of us have
short of her masters degree
seeing
imagined seeing some of the
and with no desire to get a job.
tvarl.d was more nation's great landmarks, or
She said she wanted to travel,
it just seeing the everyday buildsee the world and experience
--'
ings and people that make up
the good and bad of the earth.
fs in the
our society?
As we talked, she posed a
de ·
· d >f
This would not be a chance
haunting question: "What
....._._
to see just the good, however.
the '90s."
good is the degree if you don't "'......
Seper
but to come face-to-face with
know what's out there?"
the ills of our generation. Tra·
Her question haunts many of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - veling the country would give
us. What good is a degree without any world expertus the opportunity to talk to the children of the street
ence? And isn't going out and experiencing the world
and to hear their stories, to live in a homeless shelter
better than settling for a quick four-year degree and
and to see the mediocrity of the country and learn h
standard internships during the summer?
they exist, live, love and learn.
Are we cheating ourselves?
If there was ever a chance for some true cultural
diversity, traveling across the country would be it.
In the '60s, dropping out and seeing the world was
more common than it is in the academic grind of the
The more I talked to my cousin, the more I want
'90s. Beatnik jack Kerouac's novel "On the Road" was
to hang my head in shame. Like many of the stude
and still is an inspiration for many our generation to go
here, for me to just drop out and see the country w
out, experience the world and take in all of life's grit.
an impossibility- a formula that doomed you to fail
Unfortunately, the chronicled wanderings of our gen- To many of us, a few months of seeing the world m
eration have been relegated to articles in "Vogue"
putting school off for another semester, hurting your
magazine. In the February 1993 edition, the author of a
chances to get an internship, putting your career on
hit-the-road piece lamented that restaurants in the
hold and wasting money that could be used for sch
Great Plains region don't serve fruit or green vegetaI have already failed once in my attempt to make a
bles.
jaunt out into reality. This summer, on the way back
Instead of the seeing the country ourselves, we have
my job, a sign on the road said Cleveland was only
allowed it to be translated for us by our parents, teachmiles away.
I will never know what types of people, places
ers and - even worse - pop culture writers.
experiences were in store for me on that 300-mile
For the most part, we're all trapped in a vicious cirde: We're all too concerned about making money for
I took the exit to the freeway that brought me back
school, doing internships and getting a job after we
my usual safe and cozy existence. My cousin would
graduate to even consider a week-, month-, or sumhave been ashamed.
mer-long jaunt across our country. The closest most
But there's still hope - for all of us. Both copies ci
college students get to traveling across country is a
Kerouac's "On the Road" are currently checked out
Booth Library.
blackout-laden trip to South Padre, Texas, which is
My name is on the reserve list.
already too-well chronicled by MTV.
But can we afford to forsake the personal experience
of going on the road? What are the consequences for
- Chris Seper is managing editor and a regular
not taking the risk of escaping our cozy, sheltered colcolumnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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WEIU-TV debate
moves in better
direction for all
It was a long time in coming, but both sides
on the WEIU-lV-Mid-lllinois News Scan debate
are finally showing signs of a willingness to
work for what will be best for students.
WEIU-TV General Manager john Beabout
met with WEIU-lV students Thursday for a twoand-a-half hour meeting, at which the students
were asked to submit a proposal to WEIU ad- - - - - - - - - ministrators listing desired changes to the
- - - - - - - - Mid-Illinois News Scan
program.
The students were asked to submit proposals
after three student representatives expressed
their dissatisfaction with the joint-media venture between WEIU-TV and Mid-Illinois
Newspapers. Since November, News Scan has
been taped in the newsroom of the Mattoon
journal Gazette using Mid-Illinois reporters and
editors as anchors.
Earlier last week, 14 WEIU-TV students
signed a petition requesting the production of
the news program be returned to a live format
produced, directed and anchored entirely by
students from the WEIU-TV studios in the
Buzzard Building.
These students should be commended for
taking the intiative, albeit months after the fact,
to attempt to change what they feel is wrong
with News Scan as it currently exists. Two students said they did not come forward with
complaints sooner because they feared it might
damage their relations with station administrators and could result in them being labeled
"trouble-makers." They felt they were being
shortchanged by their reduced role in the current format, and they said so.
It's also good to see faculty and administrators finally taking the students' complaints seriously. Last semester saw little more than the
wringing of hands by many faculty and administrators after the plans to implement News
Scan were announced. In addition to Beabout,
the students have met with Terry Weidner,
associate vice president for academic affair and
the overseer of WEIU operations and are now
awaiting a meeting with Eastern President
David jorns.
But as good as It is to see both sides willing
to work together, It won't be a real victory until
a real compromise that benefits students can be
reached.
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Columnist was
unfair in judgment
of Eastern students
Dear editor:
This is response to Joseph Anglum's Jan. 27 column, "Students
need to act more like students" In
The Dally Eastern News. I feel that
this condescending tirade was unfair
to an overwhelming majority of
Eastern's students.
Anglum, your privilege of traveling all over this country obviously
did not Include a college visit. The
Irresponsible behaviors you refer to
are quite common at universities
across the country. Eastern Is not
some sort of haven to which the
degenerate students of the world
flock. I find It absurd to imply that
this sort of conduct Is unique to
Charleston's campus.
So let's say your problem is with
the behavior of college students in
general. My perspective on this subject is similar to yours. I, too, spent
some time working In the "real
world" after graduating from college,

°

Your turn
and have returned to the college
envlornment. Like you, I have met
students with "confused priorities,"
who like to party and whose ultimate
concerns are not always academic.
But I have also met students who
wish to succeed and who are genuinely concerned about the future.
The funny thing is, they are the same
students. You see, the "Imbeciles"
you encounter are students who, as
you wr~. are away from home and
parental authority for the first time.
They are on a path of discovery In
which they act as they see fit and
adjust to the consequences of their
actions.
A few students adopt the lifestyle
you depict, and they will have to
face the sobering truths of a world
which operates differently than they
expect. But the vast majority of students will emerge successfully from
their college careers. They will then
learn to survive in the "real world:
and learn how to answer its challenges.

I agree with your belief that the
only way to learn what the "real
world" is like is through daily
ence. No amount of schooling
prepare someone for the res
ities and situations that life in the
post-college world has to offer.
you figure out life as an unde
ate? If so, congradulations; I
didn't. Much of my behavior as
undergraduate, by your stand
would be considered "moronic,•
I also gruaduated with honors
the University of llllnols.
In your own words, "No test
measure the worth of a human
being. This must be determined
one's own self evaluation." You
could not be more right. Let the
dents discover their own selfand worry about yourself.
Maybe you should reread your
own column. It comes across as
judgmental. "Maybe the fittest
survive after all, but as it stands, I'
still laughing." Keep laughing,
Anglum. The fittest will survive,
the Eastern alumni among them
be looking at you in their rearview
mirrors, chuckling to themselves.
John H.
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ontest to shoot at world hunger
ng-distance basketball shooters
team up to take a shot at world
r in the World Food Day Threet Shootout from 2 to 5 p.m.
ay, Feb. 19, at Lantz Gymnashootout, which is sponsored by
rn's chapter of the Public
'ons Student Society of America,

will benefit the hungry in Coles
County and is open to anyone 14 years
old or older.
Jeff Ormond, director of promotions
for the PRSSA, said the shootout is
presented by Wal-Mart and What's
Cookin' restaurant.
A registration table will be available
for students to enter at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union from
Feb. 14 to 18, Ormond said.
Those interested in participating in

the event may pre-register until Feb.
12 for $5 . Registration on Feb. 19
begins at 1 p.m. at Lantz Gym and
will cost $6. A portion of the proceeds
will be donated to the Coles County
World Food Day Committee, Ormond
said.
The remainder of the proceeds will
go toward a scholarship for public relations students next fall, Ormond said.
Players will shoot three racks of
basketballs from the three-point line.

The four players with the top four
scores will advance to the semi-finals
at halftime of the Eastern men's basketball game against Wright State at
7:30 p.m. on Feb. 24.
Entry forms can be picked up at the
following locations: Wal-Mart, What's
Cookin', Blimpie's, Dwight's Garage of
Westfield, Wilb Walker's and the
YMCA of Mattoon. Completed entry
forms can be sent to: PRSSA, P.O. Box
861, Charleston, Ill., 61920.

onviction encourages hope in similar case
CKSON, Miss. (AP) - If viction of Evers' killer will
ar Evers' children can encourage the reopening of
see their father's mur- other, similar cases.
behind bars, why,
"Maybe this Evers' case is
is Dahmer wonders, an indication that the citizens ·
of Mississippi are willing to
e?
er's father was also a deal with these cases the way
of a racially motivated it should have been done 25 or
in the 1960s, and the 30 years ago," Dahmer said.
now a Baton Rouge, La., "Maybe things have changed."
essman - is among
Some civil rights leaders
who hope that the con- have expressed similar hopes,

USINESS CARD AD

some comparing the long-dorman t race killings in the
South to the deeds of Nazi
war criminals. The statute of
limitations, they say, will
never run out.
"There ought to be no
refuge in space or time," said
Circuit Judge D'Army Bailey
of Memphis, Tenn., founder of
the National Civil Rights
Museum. HI:! spoke one day

Delt

4 Weeks for only $30
Your ad will run in
Friday 's Verge Section for
4 Consecutive weeks/ No Changes.
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would like to congratulate these brothers for their
academice.ltcellence.

Stop by Buzzard Building 127 or
Call 581-2812 For Details

.

of many racially motivated
murder cases that sat
unsolved for the past several
decades.
Vernon Dahmer, a cotton
grower and grocery store
owner in Hattiesburg, was
active in encouraging blacks
to register to vote, and for
that the Ku Klux Klan firebombed his home on Jan. 10,
1966. Dahmer died.

last week while attending the
trial of Evers' killer.
Byron De La Beckwith, an
unreconstructed segregationist and steadfast racist, was
convicted Saturday of murdering Evers, the Mississippi
field secretary for the NAACP,
in 1963.
Evers' killing was the first
assassination of a civil rights
leader in the 1960s, and one

Bob Motz
Matt Yegge
Kim Tarter

;~1; ~: ~: : : : .

Lyn Volz
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Thomas See Ron Broccardd '\ . \\ f.ifaJV\iUet:•
Moses Mousessian
Eric Brunk
Cheree Christliifitr. ~attf.Hetfu.ttch
Lori Gladson
:;· {4µrf:'IA~t~meyer Michelle Wade
Diane Meyer Wendy Eilers
· ' t::11tiiVv&nters
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YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
©COPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
FAST YOU'LL FREAK AND JIMMY JOHN'S ARE FEDERALLY
TERED TRADEMARKS OWNED BY JIMMY JOHN'S INC •
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Carry-Out & Delivery • 7Days a Week
WO Large

(16")

· Crust.Pizzas
'th One Topping

II

soc

For one pizza, it's only $7.95.

$100
OFF

OFF

Charleston
909 18th Street

348-7515
-----------------------~

Any ltlY"Cake Over $12

Any '"TtBY." Menu
Item Over $I .50
Please presenl this coupon before

(Including Valentine Cakes)
Please present this coupon be fore ordering One order per
coupon per customer per 11rs11. Offer good on ly at par11c 1pa1ing
"'1'tlr stores Not good in comb1na11on with anv other
promouona1 otler. Customer must pay any sales lax due Cash
value 1. 100 of a cent Val id until 2128194 Void where prohibited.
t 1993"1a¥"Systems inc

204 I

ordering. One order per coupon per
customer per visit Olfer good only at
partic1patmg,..stores. Not good

~~~~~1~~:~1,·~~.:r· 1 i~~fo~~~~us1
~no~"~1s: 1~:n~a~~~~·ucn~f1~j;~j~4.
VoKI where prohibited.

© 1993"Tllt"Systems. Inc

Any "TCBY" Pie
I
I

I
I
I
205 I

(Including S~eethean Pie)
Please present this coupon before ordering. One order per

~sro;e~~~~~;~gde~nv~~~~1t~!~1 ~~0:1 ,in~~:tJ~~~1c1par1ng
promotwnal offer. Cuslomer must pay any sales tax due
Cash 11alue 1/100 ol a cent. Vahd unlil 2/28194
Void whe1e prohibited
C 1993""1'1W"'Systems. lnc

203

6

Monda

Democracy, freedom
remote for Haitians
R)RJ!AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) When Haitians pushed out dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier
eight years ago Monday, the
nation seemed ready to abandon its nearly uninterrupted
history of tyranny.
Three years ago Monday,
another step toward democracy was taken when Roman
Catholic priest Jean-Bertrand
Aristide assumed the presidency.
But Aristide has been in
exile for years now, Duvalierism has returned and freedom is as remote as ever.
The military sent Aristide
packing in September 1991,
killed hundreds of his supporters and brought on the wrath
of the international community, which imposed economic

-

"The strong will dig in, and
the weak will cave in," said an
employee of a car-rental agency, pumping black-market gas
- at $8 a gallon - into rental
car.
He spoke on condition of
anonymity.
At least 10,000 people have
died as a direct or indirect
result of the sanctions, which
are supported by Aristide.
Pro-military groups have
organized demonstrations
against the sanctions and proAristide rallies are banned.
"Aristide deserves being
impeached for visiting such a
plague on .his countrymen's
heads," said Rep. Antoine
Joseph, former president of
Haiti's lower house of
Parliament.

a

s anctions now strangling this
impoverished nation.
Under fuel and food shortages; Haiti has seen a rebirth
of the paramilitary-military
union that traditionally kept
most Haitians down.
Gunmen have cut down at
least-a dozen people since Jan.
28.
While most Haitians struggle to survive, the military and
its paramilitary allies profit,
controlling black-market gasoline and much of the growing
contraband market.
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The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus .
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)

<) 1,2, &.. 3 Bedroom
<) Dishwashers
Furnished Units
<) Balconies
<)Free Trash&.. Parking <)Laundry
<)Central AC
Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. #1
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

U.S. ferries massacre victims
to West as Sarajevo mourns
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) Three U.S. cargo planes evacuated victims of
the massacre at the city's central market
Sunday, while residents grieved and railed at a
world they say should be stopping the fighting
rather than mopping up after it.
The death toll from Saturday's shelling of the
market rose to 68, the deadliest attack in the
22-month siege of the capital by Bosnian Serbs.
U.N. experts were still analyzing the shell's
trajectory in an effort to pin down blame for the
attack. There was no doubt among Sarajevans
that the Serbs were responsible and what
should be do:o.e about it.
· ''Where ~re yoli yesterday?" a young soldier

of Bosnia's Muslim-led government shouted to a
NATO jet howling overhead. "And what are you
going to do today?".
Standing at the morgue, he supported his
girlfriend, who softly cried "Papa, Papa," for her
dead father.
The explosion of a single mortar shell at the
market, which also wounded more than 200
people, spurred more of the debate that has
paralyzed the international community for
months.
The United Nations' top civilian ·official for
the former Yugoslavia, Yasushi Akashi, said an
emergency meeting of the Security Council was
possible in the next two days.

Serving Charleston &. Eastern lllinois University

ron.e-u;;-i:a;ge-- -2 fµlaii-

til!::i4•~
ILy~~idat
participating stores I ~~~~'.at part1c~patmg stores
______
· Limited Time Only J ______
:- Limited Time Only_
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••
At
Happy
Valentine's
Da
•
••
GANDOLFI
Send your love with a Valentine's persona
•
CHIROPRACTIC ••
in The Daily Eastern News
In Charleston
••
Happy Valentine's
EVERYTHING'S FREE ••
Day Joe
Personal Ads
••
able in two
Love,
appropriate
•• red heart will
Snuggles
appear in
••• every ad! Deadline
•• February 9th, 1994. .
••
·Now
••
..-Happy
••
Valentine's Day
Pookie
••
••
I Love You
-Mike
••
•••':==============::::::'------:=========================
•.
••
•••
GANDOLFI
After nine years of providing Eastern Students
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on your first visit absolutely.
free with this ad! This includes consultation,
treatment, and X-rays if indicated.

Can

An

lxl ($3.50)

to schedule your appointment.

lx2 ($5.00)

lxl ($3.50)

lx2 ($5.00)

CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Ad must be presented on 1st visit
Expires Feb. I 0, 1994

~.

am~~~~-

'---~~~---,..~~~~~---'

•
•
:

Bring ad & payment to Student Publications Business office Buzzard
Building 127. ' All ads must be in the Business Office by 2 pm, February 9th.
Valentine's Day Ads will be published Monday, February 14th.
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oria' s teen birthrate
ong nation's highest

Byrd's Cleaners

ORIA (AP) - When 16-

Denise's sister, 29-year-old Denise Lewis said.
ld Denise Lewis gave Tonette Lewis, who herself has
But some people even refuse
Aug. 2, she joined one of five children. The family typi- to recognize the issue.
est populations of sin- fies of the problem facing
"It's not universally acceptteen mothers in the Peoria and the nation, accord- ed that teen pregnancy is a
ing to a story in Sunday's edi- problem," said Robert Murray,
e baby's 18-year-old tions of the Journal Star of director of the Peoria Cityis in jail and has no Peoria.
County Health Department.
to marry Lewis, herself
A yearlong study of the
It's a big problem to
ughter of a single moth- issue by the Journal Star Suzanne Brasche, a social
revealed that single parents worker at Peoria's Methodist
not having any more," accounted for 48. 7 percent of Medical Center. She sees new
· soon after the birth of all babies born in Peoria in mothers so young and immaughter, Dasia Shaquala 1991. The national average ture that they still enjoy colore Perry. "I don't want was 29.5 percent.
ing books and suck their
ore soon," she later
Some of teens see no way to thumbs as they recover from
change the trend.
childbirth.
t's a blessing," said her
Critics say community lead"There ain't nothing that
, LaToya Harris.
can be done. People can't tell ers have waited too long to
hand for the birth was anyone not to have sex," respond.

inton budget takes heat
HINGTON (AP) - Liberal Democrats
bbyists aimed fire at President Clinton
day for cuts he will seek in his 1995
, as administration officials defended
1.5 ~rillion blueprint on the eve of its
not satisfied with the budget," Rep.
'si Mfume, D-Md., chairman of the
sional Black Caucus, said Sunday on
"Meet the Press."
me took special issue with Clinton's
to whittle down spending for public
ng and heating assistance, saying,
things are getting close to becoming
we call non-negotiable items."
ton's package, for the fiscal year that
next Oct. 1, will lack the dramatic tax
es and spending reductions the presisought a year ago in his first budget.

J

Located on S. 4th St.
~~tEMAN
around
the curve
MALL

That proposal paved the way for last summer's enactment of his near-$500 billion
deficit-reduction plan.
But to meet the tight strictures imposed by
last August's package - and pay for increases
Clinton wants for scores of other programs the budget will propose eliminating 115 small
programs, and holding n·e arly 600 others at
or below the amounts they were allowed for
this year.
The proposed cuts would total $25 billion,
said one administration official who spoke
Sunday on condition of anonymity.
Of that, $8 billion will be used to beef up
favored programs such as job training and
technological research, and the rest to contain a 1995 deficit the administration will
project at $176.1 billion - the lowest level
since 1989.

M-F

6:30-5

JS~

TONIGHT!

LAWSON •

ROOSEVELT

...Dlll'lE
TAFT
AVE,

$2..00

BY.

1/4 lb. Bacon
Cheeseburger
or Chicken Sandwich

$1.49

with purchase of fry
or drink
·

BUSINESS CARD AD
4 Weeks for only $3-0
Your ad will run in
Friday 's Verge Section for
4 Consecutive weeks/ No Changes.
Stop by Buzzard Building 127 or
Call 581-2812 For Details

•

'"""'"'arty
's
day: Italian Beef
zarella w/ Marty 's Fries $349

·$3 Pitchers
'clock Club: 3 for $1 Burgers

The Men Of

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Proudly Present
The ·Ga.m m.a Class

rday Nite:
Pita Pizza

$1

25r:Jlj,ltf!!!lt...
Ice House Longnecks $l ..

START OFF THE
WEEK W!fHESE GREAT
SPECIALS AT
.TEI&I&Y'8 :PIZZ..&
~.-u:u

"WE D E L I V E I &

a.&•·•~"
AT THE CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN

r 1.A"R'GE • -sM'ACC-,

I
I

I $1 OFF & I
I FREE QT. I
L ~_2~~ ..L ~_2£K! .J
$2 OFF &
FREE QT.

BIG SCREEN TV
SANDWICHES & BEER
•

"My Secretary" Resumes', letters,
and papers. For appointment,
Call 345-6807 after 4p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca MIR 5/5
RCS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY SERVICE: Confidential,
economical opportunity to make
new friends, find compatible dating partners. 348-1958

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A cor.rected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.217

VISIT THE PACKING AND SHIPP I NG
DEPARTMENT
AT
TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
FAX, MAKE COPIES, MONEY
ORDERS AND FRIENDLY SERVICE.

Need more money? Want flexible
hours? Come see what Avon has
to offer. Free gift if appointed by
Feb. 14. 217-235-AVON

Wanted: Bass Player & Drummer
Upbeat Country Dance Band
235-4510 Call Anytime Leave
Message

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK! Stay
on the beach in a NEW tropical
oceanfront Motel! Well located AAA rated. Flamingo Inn - you'll
love it. Call 1-800-682-0919.

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

2~3

AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, AND MORE!) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS
RAPIDLY
APPROACHING . FREE STUDENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 929-4398 EXT.
C210
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIBECJTOR"W
MERTIVEll
OFFERED
TR.1.TEL
TRilNING/iJUllOOLll

female dog and cat lovers to
occupy 2 bedrooms in a 4 BR,
1400 sq. ft. apt. One BR available
day after graduation. The other
available 6-16-94. Utilities plus,
rent of $175/mo. on 12 month
lease or $210 mo.on 10 month
lease. Ph . Leigh qt 345-5523.
10% discount for rent paid in
advance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125
Two Female Roommates needed
to share newly redecorated
house
on
2nd
Street.
$175/month. Call 581-8143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _218

-----------=~·218

HELP! 2 Bedroom Apt. - PARK
PLACE I Available Immediately +
Summer. Very clean! Call 3485058 Message
--------,,--219
Sublessors needed for Summer
'94. 345-9420

OOPTION

•shell Island Party Cruise

BIDElllBIDERll
BoOJDU.TEll
MllBLEMORll
FoRBENT

Beautifully decorated house for 8
girls including washer and dryer
and large lawn. 1508 - 1st St, 2
blocks N. of O'Brien field. Aug 1June 1 lease. $180.00 per person
monthly - you pay your own utilities - Call 345-2113 Eads Realty
for Jan or Charlotte.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
FALL HOUSES 1806, 1606, 11TH
STREET
1022,2ND
AND
TWO/ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 415 HARRISON
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2121
Now leasing for Fall. McArthur
Manor Apartments two-bedroom
furnished apartments. 913-917
Fourth St. 345-2231.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/6
Apartment 1-3 Bedrooms furnished AC 10-12 mo lease NO
PETS. 345-6621/348-8349
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125

•eeach Bonfire Parties

650' Gulf Beach frontage
2 Outdoor Swimming Pools

Tiki Beach BarNolleyball

Sailboats, je1~kis & Parasails
Karaoke Beach Party
Area Discount Coupons

t

Indoor Healed Pool
Restaurant, 2 & 3 Room Suites

,FoRM~ .:.;~.
'Loll'lldiv Fm:t:!WDf' -

SANDPIPER-BEACON
·17403 front Beach Road
PanarN City Be.;ich, fl 32413

ANl'WOUNUEMElVI'M

RESERVATIONS
1-800-488-8828
ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
· Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

1 Atop
I Clubbed
10Motes
14NewYork
Cosmos star
11Chou-110klahoma
tribesman
17 Lord Nelson site
20Part of an
electrical switch
21 Zeroes
a Hectored
23 Sans verve
24 Medicament
27 Winter woe
28 Ottoman official
31 The Donald's ex

PEKPERSON

4 PERSON OCCUPANCY

32Fly like
Lindbergh
33 Aits in Aries
34 Prepare for an
Indian attack
37 Raison d' - 38 30's actress
Grey and others
39 Nighttime noise
40Beam
41 Sponsorship
42 Feeds a furnace
43 Belgian river
44 Baseball union
boss Donald
45 Like llamas
48 Sends quickly
52 Ships' drop-off
location?
54 Sea flyer

Expiration code (office use only) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __

O Cash

O Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive da~ 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

55 Gnawed away
56 Composition
closure
57 Crazy bird?
58 Monopoly
payments
nFormerly

DOWN
1 Goes (for)
2 - - Beach, Fla.
3Airlineto
Jerusalem
4 Testimonial
5 It's hummed
a 1973 hit by the
Rolling Stones
7 Covered
a The "E" in
E.N.T.
9 Prohibit
10Wampum
11 l-70's western
terminus
12llk
13 Golf course 18
1aOfsome
electrodes
19 Printer's spacer
23 Tree trunks
24 Potato preparer
25 "Requiem for

52
54

57

28 "Take --at
this!"
29Type
30 Bridge of - (Euclid
proposition)
32Wayup?
33 Blissful state?
(Broadway
35 Produce
song)
38Wheezing
28 Take the plunge
cause
41 Birthright seller
27 Lawyer Roy M.
and others
42 TV listing

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

O Check

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be su
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clipll
edited for available space.

FROM $104 PER WEEK

Under Classification of: -----------~-

no. words/days

Inside Edrtion
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Major Dad
College Basketball: Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

Roseanne
Cheers

Movie:Fried Green
Tomatoes

Evening Shade
Movie:Lethal

American Music
Awards

Syracuse at
Georgetown

Movie: Agent 8 314

ops
Cops

Weapon 2

News
Jay Leno

News
M•A•s•H

Murder,
She Wrote

WWF Wrestling
College Basketball:
Oklahoma at
Silk Stalkings
Oklahoma State
News
Married...(10:35)

SportsCenter

SUMMER ONLY ONE/TH
BEDROOM HOUSES EX
LENT CONDITION. CLOS
CAMPUS. VERY REASON
348-5032

DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a business meeting tonight at 6 p.m. ·
017 of Lumpkin Hall. Wear letters all day.
GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT Group's weekly meeting will be ton·
5:30 p.m. at the Counseling Center. For more information cal
3413.
SHEA MEMBERSHIP DRIVE will be from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Feb.
the Lounge of Kiehm Hall.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a Rush committee meeting
at 6 p.m. in the Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
All chapters are to send on representative.
PHI ALPHA ETA will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the Martinsville
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Members who
need to pick up their charr.ns.
ENGLISH CLUB MEETING and special speaker will be toni
p.m. in the Lounge of Coleman Hall.
GREEK WEEK GREEK Sing Meeting will be tonight at 9:30 p.m.
Casey Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
AHS MEETING WILL be tonight at 7 p.m. in the Lecture Room
Booth Library.
GREEK WEEK OVERALL meeting will be tonight at 8 p.m.
Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
UNIVERSITY BOARD VIDEOS will be showing "Who's the M
"Amos and Andrew" from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Feb. 7-11 in the Video
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
MATH ENERGY EXECUTIVE Board meeting will be tonight at 7
Room 306 of Old Main.
SPANISH CLUB VALENTINE'S Day Party will be Feb. 14. Cal
at 581-3830 for details.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will be meeting at
Feb. 8 in Room 127 of Lumpkin Hall.
SME MEETING WILL will be at 6 p.m. Feb. 8 in Room 219 ct
Hall.
.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Liturgy Prep tonight al
in the Newman Center office.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WALLYBALL play begins today at
on the Racquetball courts of Lantz Gym.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS INDOOR Soccer play begins t
p.m. on the Enclosed Gym, Court No. 5 of the Student R
Center.

SPlllNG llllEAI{
l,1\N1\}IA f~I'l1Y llEACII, I~J..f)llll)1\

llELP W .l.NTED
W.l.NTED

Payment:

Campus Rentals: 2 BD APARTMENTS For 2-3 girls. Quiet location, close to campus. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS
345-3100
between 3-9p
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2114

1 male non-smoker. For Spring
'94. Own Room Call 348-8718

Wings
Wings

Power Plays

Movie:The Rape
of Richard Beck

News
Night Court
Emergency Call

Being Served?

Unsolved Myst.

43 Modern-day

Sheba
44 Tops
45 Ex-steelworkers
chief
46 Fiery fiddler
47 1962 Bond villain

48 Solar disk

49 Mr. Stravinsky
so Lawyers'
degrees
51 Install in office
53"--you
sure?"

Cops
Cops

Saturday Night,
Sunday Morning

N. Illinois at E. Illinois

Deep Space Nine

Coast to Coast

News

Star Trek

Wodaabe

Rick Samuels

Movie:

MON9
~~IFIED !DTEBTl~ING
DAY
FEB 7, 1994

TllED.DD' E.wmlt'f NEMI

L! $135.00 per per. (lowest price near
3 bdrm apt for 3 per1 to June 1 lease. 2
of EIU, partially furall 345-2113 Eads
r Charlotte or Jan.
.)
~::-:--:-::-=-...,-:---...,,..-5/6
)IJNGS! Heat, lights,
and air conditioning
4 1/2 blocks from
(behind Pizza Hut). 1
. 1 person - 1 bdrm.
month, 2 persons - 1
85.00 each. 11 1/2
e. Aldo Roma Apts,
2113 Eads Realty for
or Jan.

Fall '94 Also Available Summer 4
Bedroom House Appliances
Furnished. Large Backyard
Excellent Location - Ample
Parking. Call 345-9774 After
5:00p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
Close to Campus 1 & 2 Bdroom
Apts. 94-95 school year trash furnished 10-12 mo. lease No pets
345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
2 Bdrm. apt. very nice. 1 year
lease. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110
2 Bedroom furnished Apts. For 3
or 4 people. Dishwasher garbage
disposal, trash pick up and parking paid. Call 345-2363

-:----~,..---:--:-5/6

--------~2-00

persons 1 block from
ished, parking NO
0 mo lease 3459
_ _ _ _ _ _.2125
APTS FOR FALL close
llent cond. no pets.
9-12 345-7286
~-,..----,---5/6
rooms for quiet mature
Low utilities. 6 blocks
us. Available fall '94
g and Summer '95.
$175/mo. for 12 mo.
10/mo. for 10 month
discount for rent paid
Ph. 1-234-4831.
-,-..,-------'2125
bdrm apts. available
rteston Square. Call
= - - - - c a 2110
7 persons. 5 bdrms.
95 fall classes. 1O
e. 2 blocks from
Square. 766 6th
more info call 345-

Domino's Pizza Lunch Special
10" One Topp. & 1 Pepsi $4.00.
"Nutt Said!" Valid until 4:00pm
M&W..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2/7,9
Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes 12
Meals! Panama City Room With
Kitchen 8 Days $119! Cancun &
Jamaica 8 Days From $469!
Daytona $149! Key West $249!
Cocoa Beach $159! 1-800-6786386
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
MACINTOSH
Computer.
Complete system including printer only $500. Call Chris at 800289-5685.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2121
SPRING BREAK: PANAMA CITY
- FROM $139 - HOTTEST SPOT
ON THE STRIP - TRANSPORTATION OPTIONAL - BILL 345-

6666

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116

Male Iguana 3 feet long Healthy
$100.00 or obo 348-1955
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
Hey Want a great Lunch Special
that's delivered? 1O" One Topp. &
1 Pepsi $4.00! Domino's Pizza
348-1626. Valid until 4:00pm
M&W.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca217,9

LOST: Special Gold Bracelet at
LANCE on 2/1 BIG REWARD
Call 3296
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217
LOST: A gold watch with a green
dial in University Apts. If found
Call 581-5649
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _218
Lost gold bracelet. In Thomas or
Lumpkin parking lot. pis. Call
345-4273
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _219
Found: Set of car keys (Chrysler)
identify 2 pick up at Thomas Hall
Front Desk.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _219
Found: Calculator and pair of
brown gloves found in Buzzard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _219

Alicia Holliday: I'm sorry for being
cold to you. Scott H.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

Calvin
l\~M~
l.O~Gt.R ARE.
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~,.-::--=--:--:--'2115
all: 5 Bdr. house, 1
Old Main. Gr. of 6,
p/person. Call after
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NOW is the time to reserve your
spot at SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
for Spring Break! Ask for Debra at
581-8032.
---....,.--.,---,---'218
ATTENTION CUPIDS ORDER
YOUR VALENTINE BALLOON
BOUQUETS AT TOKENS. LOTS
OF CHOICES, WE DELIVER.
WE CAN ALSO SHIP BALLOONS AND VALENTINES UPS
AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
Say I love you with a great tan 10
tan gift certificate available for
your sweetie $28.00 check out
our new Bikinis, order now for
Spring Break. Jamaican Tan 3480018 410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca217,8
RUSH PHI BETA CHl .. . RUSH
PHI BETA CHl...RUSH PHI BETA
CHl. .. RUSH PHI BETA CHI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 218
"BEE" MY VALENTINE BALLOON BO-K. $10.00 UP UP &
AWAY BALLOONERY 345-9462
1503 ?TH ST
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114

Hey! Want a great Lunch Special
that's delivered? 10" One Topp. &
1 Pepsi $4.00! Domino's Pizza
348-1626. Valid until 4:00pm
M&W.
..,..-..,..----.,----ca2/7,9
Manicures and sculptured nails.
For more info Call 345-8661 Ask
for Amy.
---------,-·2114
ALL GREEK MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME TONIGHT! Come
watch EIU take on Northern at
7:30! Cash Prizes awarded to the
two chapters with the most
attended!!!
---------~217
Congratulations to the new officers of Alpha Sigma Tau. Your
Sisters are very happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.217
PHI BETA CHI RUSH FEBRUARY 7 & 8 FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT MISSIE AT
345-7823 or JEN AT 3645.
--=-=-=-c..,...,,-,,,,.-,,...,,.----,--=----,-~·217
A "RED HOT" DEVIL BALLOON
BO-K FOR YOUR SPECIAL
VALENTINE UP UP & AWAY BALLOONERY 1503 ?TH 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2114
EMILY "Sweetheart" You're The
Best. Thanks for all your help during rush. Love the Delta Chi's
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217
Jorie Novotny, AST, when are we
going to swap more spit? Your
Love Muffin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

Hobbes

and

LC\llGt.R

'f'OO GOING
TO R£PE,l.J
W\.\A.T£\1£R

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Sick of cold weather? Hottest
spot for Spring Break is SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND!! Call Debra at
581-8032 for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,218

IM~~N £C"O .

Domino's Pizza Lunch Special 1O"
One Topp. & 1 Pepsi $4.00. "Null
Said!" Valid until 4:00pm M&W.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2/7,9
BALLOONS, KISSES AND A
SWEETHEART BEAR FOR
YOUR VALENTINE $17.50 UP
UP AND AWAY BALLOONERY
1503 ?TH ST 345-9462
.,--------....,.--·2114
SEND A VALENTINE BALLOON
ANYWHERE IN THE USA. UP
UP AWAY BALLOONERY 1503
?TH ST 345-9462
--------~·2110

Congratulations. Todd Saner of Pi
Kappa Alpha on Lavaliering
Carey McCaleb of Alpha Phi.
Your Pike Brothers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217
Congratulations. Jason Haier of
Pi Kappa Alpha on PINNING
Jennifer Witfeild of Sigma Kappa.
Your Pike Brothers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217
Congratulations to the new
Committee Heads of Pi Kappa
Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217
Congratulations Darren White on
becoming Tri Sigma Man. Your
Delta Chi brothers are proud of
you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217
ERIC STANTON: Once again you
did a great job with rush, your
Delta Chi brothers appreciate
your hard work. l.T.B.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

by Bill Watterson
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COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. (AP) Tonya Harding vs. Nancy Kerrigan on
the ice in Norway.
If it comes off, it will undoubtedly be
one of the most dramatic confrontations in Olympic history. And perhaps
one of the highest rated TV shows ever.
If it doesn't, the glamour event of the
Winter Games will lose much of it.s sizzle.
Right now, it's still on, even though a
U.S. Figure Skating Association panel
called for a disciplinary hearing
against Harding. The panel said
Saturday that it found "reasonable
grounds" to believe she was involved in
the attack on Kerrigan at the national
championships in Detroit a month ago.
Rather than boot Harding from the
Olympic team, the association passed
the decision on to the USOC along with
a ''black book" containing nearly 400

pages of affidavits, court documents
and other evidence gathered independently by the panel.
Virtually all of that information is in

'

The Daily Eastern N

and confessions by three other
Claire Ferguson, president
USFSA, followed the rules of
ciation in not suspending H
prior to the disciplinary hearing.
"I would prefer to have Ton
her time with the hearing panel,
low through and to make s
had her chance to speak with
her panel," Ferguson said S
CBS' "Face the Nation."
Asked whether there were
ditions under which she might
Harding before the Olympics,
replied: "No, because I believe
Olympics has a different set
that can handle this if they so
We are concerned with our
the hands of prosecutors in Portland, championships as well
Ore., who have not charged Harding in Olympics, which will be held ·
a plot that has already brought a guilty in the middle of March, and
plea by her ex-husband Jeff Gillooly have our tean1 there."

Red Baron Pizzas.

.

f
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Monda

stern swimmers sunk over weekend
's swim team got a
at the cream of the
the cream rose to the
Panthers traveled to
iversity of Illinoisto take on the Flames
University of Wiscreen Bay Phoenix.
's women lost to the
72-42 and went down
the Phoenix.

The Flames played a rude extremely tough and so was
host to Eastern's men, as well, UIC's men. We were a lot clossinking them 94-20, while the er to Green Bay's men but they
Phoenix caged the Panthers swam tremendously."
63-52.
Padovan was more worried
None of these scores came about getting as many good
as a great surprise to Panther swims in than he was about
coach Ray Padovan who said scores.
he knew in advance that both
"It was a good meet but we
squads were highly advanced got beat. We didn't swim poorand will compete for the con- ly, we got in the swims we
ference championship.
needed to get done," Padovan
''The scores were somewhat said. "We had a bunch of peopredictable," Padovan said. ple swim at or close to their
"Green Bay's women were · best times for the season."

.

Annell Metzger swam to a Panthers, and 100 percent of
season's best in the 1000 free, their concentration can be
with a time of 11:20.
focused on the Mideast
Shawn ONeill (50 free) and Classic.
Jason Nonaka (200 breast"For the next week and a
stroke) both had a best for the half, we will be doing a little
season, while Padovan said less work but more intense
that Taff Nielsen had one of work," Padovan said. "Whohis best meets of the year, ever swims well (at the
putting in good swims in both Mideast Classic) will be taken
the 200 backstroke and in the to the next meet (the Mid100-backstroke leg of the med- Continent Conference Champley relay.
ionshi p). All six months of
All of the dual meets are out work are wrapped into this
of the way now, for the next meet."

Panthers _ _ __
• From Page 12
~From Page 12

eventh on Eastern's all-time list

e event.
adiah cooper easily advanced to
als of both the 55 and 200-meter
and placed third (6.34) and sixth
), respectively.
te Shaffer competed in the invitamile, a race set aside from the
mile contest for elite runners,
aced fifth.
ffer's finishing time of 4: 14.12
wo seconds off his personal best
he ran on Indiana's track at the
hampionships last year.
d coach Neil Moore expressed distment with the team's showing
ll, but said injuries and illness
he Panthers from their true potenere were spots where we looked

r," said Moore. "The meet was
while, but somewhat disappoint-

after pinning the
Zane Heflin in the
eriod of their 190ut. The pin brought
wd to its feet and
the Panthers one pin
ma tie.
hman Pete Kolzow
und himself in a
sition.

ing. We'll re-evaluate
and go from there."
Assistant coach John
Mcinerney, who is in
charge of the distance
contingent, expressed
both satisfaction and
disappointment in Shaffer's mile.
The race was won by
Neil Moore
Darrell Hughes of
Indiana in 4:04, and
Mclnerney said Shaffer could have run
faster if he had paced himself better.
"His third quarter really hurt him,"
said Mcinerney. "He went something
. like 1:01 for the quarter and 2:06 at the
half, then threw in a 1:07 and closed
with a 1:01. He's a little hesitatant to
stick his neck out."
The Panther's next competition will
be the Central Collegiate Conference
Championships at Michigan University
• next Saturday.

Kolzow, who had just
moved into the starting lineup, had not wrestled competitively recently and
found his first match back to
be the most important
match of the night.
Kolzow started strong and
was up 2-1 after the first
period. But the Bears' Mike
Rogers controlled the rest of
the way and won 10-4.

The Panthers were left
battered and bruised and
had a long drive to Tennessee on Saturday afternoon
to prepare for a 2 p.m.
Sunday match with the
University of TennesseeChatanooga.
The only positive for the
Panthers is that they do not
wrestle again until February 17.

after the intermisi;;ion. Despite
that, Eastern was never able to
score the big bucket to take a
decisive lead.
"I think we need to improve
on our individual shooting and
realize what is a key situation
during the game," said Eastern
center Curtis Leib.
Leib scored three baskets
within a 1-minute, 30-second
span late in the game to keep
the score close, but the Panthers
were forced to foul after each
bucket.
Four UIC players combined to
hit six of eight free throws during the final two minutes.
Leib scored his final bucket
with 22 seconds left to pull the
Panthers to within one point at
76-75. Eastern then immediately called a timeout and came
back to the court with the intent
offouling.
Landrus did just that and
sent Williams to the line with 16
seconds left. After Williams sank
both free throws, UIC took a 7875 lead and called a timeout of
its own.
During the timeout, Samuels
called a play designed to get the
ball to freshman Johnny Moore
at the top of the key for a threepoint shot.
Moore got the pass and took
the shot with nine seconds left,
but the ball rimmed out into the
hands of a waiting UIC player.

"That was as good of a shot as
we could have asked , for,"
Samuels said. "We didn't feel like
they were going to let us get it to
Landrus."
Eastern was again forced to
foul and sent the Flames'
Charles Brakes to the line where
he made two more free throws
for an 80-75 UIC lead.
Down five points and out of
timeouts with just five seconds
left, the Panthers marched the
ball down the court and into
Moore's hands once again.
Moore tried another threepointer from the same spot and
made it with one second left on
the clock to end all scoring.
Leib finished with a teamhigh 23 points while teammate
Louis Jordan joined him as the
only other Panther in double figures with 20.
Collier dished out a gamehigh seven assists, most of which
went down low to Leib when
Landrus, Eastem's storing leader, was heavily defended. .,
UIC star Sherell Ford led all
scorers with 24 points, including
a 9-for-11 performance from the
free-throw line in the second
hal£
Williams netted 17 points and
teammates Mario Bailey and
Michael Simmons scored 14 and
12 points, respectively.
Eastern's next game will be a
7:35 matchup tonight with
Northern Illinois at Lantz
Gymnasium.

Congratulations For A Job Well Done

Valentines
Day Specials
eat Gifts Starting At
$ 995, $1295, and $1595

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON
4.0

r you can create your own.
Tremendous selection of

Darrell Snedigar
. Ti

dy, Cards, Teddy Bears aad more.

on't know what to get
that special ·someone?
Don't worry, our courteous
staff will assist you

OME IN NOW FOR ·
EST SELECTION!!

Tim Black
Mason Connolly
Ki-Su Park
Ryan Archey
Pete

Kle'Sigm ~k

on
tt

Nick Carrillo
Joe Marty
Andy Walk
Cezar Fockler

Epsifd1i1 Ramsey

#1 Pledge Class In Grades
#2 Overall -chapter Grades

The Dltil.J Ba8tem News

Panthers burnt
Charities
Illade the
difference
By ROBERT MANKER
Associate sports editor
In looking at the statistics
from Saturday night's men's
basketball game, it's certaiply
not difficult to see where the
game was decided.
The University of IllinoisChicago Flames shot 20 more
free throws than Eastern did
and converted all but seven en
route to a 80:78 MidContinent Conference win
over the Panthers at Lantz
Gym.
UIC connected on 35 of its

42 charities, including a 24-for- league mark to 4-6. With the
29 performance in the second win, UIC improved to 12-6
half, compared to Eastern's 15- overall and 8-2 in the conferfor-22 showing. The Panthers ence.
shot just 10 free throws in the
The Panthers fell to 3-6 at
second half and made only home and evened their season
five.
record against UIC to 1-1.
Eastern head coach Rick Eastern beat the Flames 91-89
Samuels stopped short of bla- last month in Chicago on a
tantly criticizing the officiating last-second basket by Derrick
but said he was left wondering Landrus.
After trailing by as many as
how such a disparity could
occur.
13 points in the first half, the
"(The Flames) don't normal- Panthers clawed their way
ly shoot the ball that well from back to a 36-all tie at the
the free-throw line, and I break.
thought we should have had
"We need to stop digging
more opportunities to go to the ourselves a hole," said Eastern
free-throw line," Samuels said. guard Troy Collier. "We can't
"I can't think when we go to keep coming back like that."
The Flames led for most of
the basket; (UIC) knocked that
ball away clean every time. the second half but never
opened up more than a fiveThey can't all be clean plays."
The loss dropped Eastern's point advantage at any point
overall record to 8-9 and its
• Continued on Page 11

Eastern home again tonight
The Eastern men's basketball team will
take the floor for game four of its five-game
homestand when it takes on the Huskies of
Northern Illinois at Lantz Gym tonight at
7:35.
Northern comes into the ballgame with an
8-9 ov~rall record and a 5-5 mark in the MidContinent eonfetence.
The Huskies are coming off a 69-63 home
win over ValparaISO Saturday night.
After starting the season with a 3-7 record

and dropping its first three Mid-Con games of
the season, Northern has caught fire, winning five of its last seven.
The Huskies' winning stretch of late began
when Northern defeated the Panthers 82-61
at the Chick Evans Field House in DeKalb on
Jan. 17.
Northern is led by senior guard Mike
Lipnisky and junior forward Hubert Register.

- Staff Report

LANDON FULLER/Staff phot
Eastern guard Johnny Hernandez drives to the buc
ing the Panthers' 80-78 loss Saturday night
University of Illinois-Chicago at Lantz Gym

Wome_n ' s hoops team falls to Weste
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer
If the women basketball team's competitive performance against MidContinent Conference leader Northern
Illinois was considered a step ahead,
then its defeat Saturday to Western
Illinois could be chalked up as a couple
steps back.
And those were exactly head coach
John Klein's thoughts after his Lady
Panthers, who committed 34 turnovers
and shot only 35 percent for the game,
were trounced 79-52 by' the Westerwinds before a crowd of 436 at Lantz
Gym.
With the defeat, Eastern falls to 2-16
on the season, 1-10 in the Mid-Con.
While Western, third place in the Mid-

Con, improves to 11-8 on the year, 8-3
in conference.
"This game definitely didn't help our
progress," Klein said. "We didn't play
with a whole lot of concentration
tonight. The turnovers and lack of
offensive execution really hurt us.
"Western just played great game
offensively and defensively. We couldn't
contain them."
The Westerwinds, who shot 50 percent in the first half for a 41-28 halftime advantage, delivered the fatal
blow with an 11-0 at the start of the
second half, giving them a 52-28 lead
with 15:26 left in regulation.
Earlier, Western took charge of the
contest with an 11-0 run that gave it a
24-9 advantage with 9:54 to play in the
first half. Eastern didn't help its cause

committing 11 turnovers in the first 10
minutes of play.
The Westerwinds grabbed an early
13-4 advantage due in part to seven
Eastern miscues. The Lady Panthers
answered back with five straight
points, but Western fired back with the
11-0run.
"We came out focused and executed
our offense well, which gave us a lot of
confidence," Westerwinds head coach
Regina Miller said. "Each game we've
been executing a little better. And a
game like this really helps us a lot."
Nicky Polka and Shannon Baugh
shared team-high honors for the Lady
Panthers with 11 points. Eastern shot
40 percent in the first half and were
still within striking distance at halftime.

Meanwhile, Western, who
percent for the game, >>>»»
by Oberon Pitterson (16 poi
rebounds, seven steals), Lori
(16 points, nine rebounds)
Adelman (14 points) and Melis
(13 points).
For Klein, questions still re
his mind concerning his team's ·
ty and effort, particularly after a
this nature to Western.
"We should be fired up every
considering we have only two
Klein said. ''Two wins should be a
vation for any team to be fired
need to find a balance.
"But I just don't know what t.o
right now. I know that we're a w
better team than the way we p
tonight."

Wrestlers
suffer
loss,
injuri
Men's track team
falters in Indiana
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Confronted with its
toughest competition of
season, the men's track
team placed only three
individuals at the Indiana
Invitational over the weekend.
The meet was run on
Friday and Saturday, and
was dominated by Indiana,
Middle Tennessee State,
Indiana State and Miami of
Ohio.

Preliminaries were held
Friday, and very few
Panthers went further.
However, Ke rt McAfee
won his heat of the 400meter dash with a time just
under 50 seconds and went
on to place third in
Saturday's final. Less than
a meter behind the winner,
McAfee, a freshman, ran
his fastest time of the season at 49.30.
The time currently ranks
• Continued on Page 11

Trying to accept a 24-15 defeat at the
hands of Southwest Missouri State was hard
enough for Eastern's wrestling team. But
watching two of its members go down with
injuries was too much for the team to swallow.
"I don't know how much more I can take,"
said coach Ralph McCausland, obviously flustered after two of his wrestlers had to go to
the hospital with injuries.
Steve Smerz suffered a laceration on his
head in the second period of his 134-pound
match after butting heads with the Bears'
David Ross. The cut required nine stitches
and will limit Smerz to light ;practices this
week. The stitches will probably come out on
Friday.
Tim Fix was not as lucky.

Ralph
McCausland

Fix broke his left
during his 167-p
match. He was able to
the match but was in
ous pain as he strugg
a 17 -9 defeat.
The Pan the rs ~
themselves down 21-6
Fix's match and it loo
if Southwest Missouri
on on its way to a co
ingwin.
But the Panthers di

quit.
Rich Murry won at 177 pounds to
Eastern within 12 points, keeping aliv
slim possibility of a tie if the Panthers
manage pins in the remaining two mat
Freshman Tony Duncan kept the
• Continued on Page 11

